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Abstract
We present three mechanisms for maintaining consistent product views
in a distributed product information data base The mechanisms are used
when one of the views makes a change to the product model and the other
views must be updated to maintain consistency
Keywords CAD Master Model Distributed Data Product View Fea
tures Constraints Neutral Representations
  Introduction
Data bases are an important element in discrete product design and manufac
ture A key component is the CAD model that primarily captures the shape
design but increasingly has been enriched with other design and analysis data
The integration of dierent product information domains has evolved into the
concept of a master model a single repository in which resides all relevant prod
uct data The master model concept has been embraced by industry but it
raises signicant technical problems that continue to be studied in research
Dierent activities in product design and manufacture examine dierent
subsets of the information in the master model The presentation of such an
information subset has been called a view 	 Maintaining views consistently
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is a central problem in research on product design and manufacture and is the
subject of this paper
In 
	 we have proposed a distributed approach to the creation and mainte
nance of a master model data base We favor the distributed approach for two
reasons

 The creation of a monolithic system from the ground up is in our opin
ion not only dicult but also leads to a realization that would pose
dicult software maintenance problems Creating a master model repos
itory by combining collaborating but otherwise autonomous subsystems
oers more exibility and a greater ability to adapt to new information
domains that should be integrated in the future
 It appears unrealistic to expect that industry would rely on a single system
and a single software provider The typical situation is that a company is
committed to a specic CAD vendor whose CAD data is partially inac
cessible except through the CAD system and that this partially opaque
data has to be integrated with other data possibly of corporate origin and
often inaccessible to the CAD vendor for proprietary reasons
So the distributed federation approach to fashioning a master model reposi
tory appears to be a practical one It also poses some interesting intellectual
challenges
In the earlier paper we identied two mechanisms for maintaining consis
tency of view an external information association mechanism and a constraint
reconciliation procedure We expand on the details and applicability of those
mechanisms and add a third mechanism as a complementary technique for main
taining consistent views under distributed updates We distinguish several cat
egories of master model update

 shape changes
 changes of parameters dimensions and constraints and
 changes of attributes
Of these shape changes are the most dicult ones to respond to and we can
not claim that all changes can be accommodated automatically Therefore
restrictions on the shape changes will be imposed which when exceeded hu
man intervention is required  absent new technological break throughs The
imposed restrictions will be discussed in detail and justied
 Prior Work
Recently eorts have been made to respond to the increasing need for tools to
concurrently conduct design manufacturing and related activities in the product

life cycle It is widely accepted that these activities should be carried out in dis
tributed and heterogeneous computing environments sharing a unique product
model to guarantee consistent information 
 	
Distributed and heterogeneous computing environments have been studied in
several recent works Han and Requicha in 
	 report on the implementation of
a distributed environment encompassing a simple featurebased design system
a geometric server an automatic feature recognizer and a graphics renderer all
running as separate processes The geometric server is a central server and the
other components are the clients The motivation of this work was to interface
a unique feature recognizer with several solid modellers The goal is achieved
by building the geometric server as a set of solid modelers each augmented
with a software wrapper called adaptor that provides a uniform application
programming interface In this environment the geometric server stores both
the net shape generated by the design system and the features extracted by the
feature recognizer
De Martino et al present in 

	 a distributed objectoriented feature
based system An intermediate modeller acts as a server for a number of net
worked distributed application clients The intermediate modeller maintains a
homogeneus multipleview featurebased representation of the part From this
model specic views can be derived To maintain consistency between dierent
views only the designer client is allowed to modify the model In this system
a single data structure stores the information of all the views
Homann and JoanArinyo 
	 developed an architecture for a product
master model that federates CAD systems with downstream application pro
cesses for dierent feature views that are part of the design process The archi
tecture based on a serverclient model addresses especially the need to make
persistent associations of design information with net shape elements Moreover
the design respects the need of commercial CAD systems and of downstream
application clients to maintain proprietary information that must not be dis
closed in the master model
To deal with the consistency and association problems systems are orga
nized as either oneway or multiway architectures In oneway architectures
features in an application view are derived from the features that belong to a
privileged view usually the design view The designer denes this view and con
version modules derive applicationdependent feature models If a modication
is required by a downstream application it must be entered in the privileged
view rst Only thereafter new applicationdependent views can be derived
 

 
	 In this oneway approach feature conversion is triggered by one of
two dierent strategies In one strategy feature conversion is delayed until the
design is considered completed 

	 In the other strategy also called incremen
tal feature recognition the conversion process is triggered immediately after the
completion of each feature attachment operation in the design view 
 
 	

In multiway architectures modications required by an application are in
troduced in the view in which the need for them arises and all modications
in any view should be propagated automatically to all other views  
 
	
Work based on this assumption may neglect to explain precisely how a fea
ture view other than the design view can change the net shape of the design
and there is a paucity of techniques to formalize such changes The work by
Bronsvoort et al is a notable proposal in that respect    
	 This work
models the net shape by a cell complex where the cells are rened such that
every feature of an application view is composed of entire cells That permits to
edit shape mechanically in any feature view and to achieve consistency across all
views using constraint techniques If an inconsistency between dierent views
is found the approach rebuilds the view that generated the inconsistency The
view is rebuilt incrementally by rst removing some features and then adding
new features
In this paper we continue to explore the architecture proposed by us in

	 We examine rst net shape changes that can be accommodated by other
clients purely by constraint schema reconciliation 
	 Next we consider
the eect of a net shape edit in which the feature structures of dierent client
views need to be rebuilt Here we propose an algorithm that restructures the
feature view of a client that did not edit the net shape to make that structure
consistent with the new net shape Only if the algorithms fails do we require
human intervention Finally we revisit the question of updating nongeometric
information and relationships that are associated with the net shape elements
 Master Model Server and Clients
We assume the master model MM scenario described in 
	 There is an
objectoriented MM server that records all information to be shared explicitly
among the participating subsystems The clients that connect to the MM server
are assumed to be autonomous but collaborating That is they may be in pos
session of undisclosed proprietary information that is important to their role in
product design and analysis but they pledge to follow the protocols and con
ventions of the MM server and in particluar disclose what shared information
in the MM server repository is of interest to them
The MM server receives notications from a client that wishes to edit the
product model according to its own view The client then proposes the edit and
transmits the changes to the MM server The MM server processes the changes
and noties the other clients that are aected by those changes in accordance
with the protocols explained in 
	 If every interested client can successfully
update then the MM repository commits to the change and the edit proposed
by the client is successful Otherwise the edit must be rolled back We omit a
description of the routine mechanisms needed to implement distributed object

oriented data bases and the various mechanisms for locking and committing to
such transactions
The CAD system is one of the clients of the MM server It is assumed that
the CAD client publishes at least the net shape for deposition in the MM server
Feature information may but need not be published as well as dimensional and
constraint information Note that this information can be published explicitly
as a neutral data structure or implicitly as a set of interrogating methods that
produce information in response to queries In an objectoriented MM server this
distinction can be made transparent perhaps with dierentials in performance
Accounting for shape changes requires a persistent naming mechanism and
a protocol for expressing change Persistent naming is in essence a mapping
from shape elements vertices edges and faces of the old net shape to those of
the edited net shape It is supported to by most CAD systems in the following
way
An application program accesses the shape generated by the CAD system
and asks for a persistent name J of a particular face J is generated by
the CAD system After the CAD system has made some edits the new
shape is likely a dierent data structure Now the application program can
ask the CAD system tell me the face that has the persistent name J 
The CAD program may respond with an identi	cation of a face in the new
net shape or else that the face is no longer present ans that the persistent
name has become invalid
Note that this persistence mechanism can be used to associate attributes or
relations with shape elements such as surface nish or tolerances Such ex
ternal associations can be updated automatically after edits by the associating
application without the explicit involvement of the CAD system at least for
many updates It is therefore a basis for distributed maintenance of product
information
As explained in 
	 more information is desirable to manage external as
sociations Specically the change protocol is a neutral qualitative descrip
tion of the shape change that allows a greater degree of automatic external
reassociation Moreover the change protocol does not disclose proprietary
methods the CAD system might use internally to manage persistence and is
therefore a realistic candidate for practical use
 Synopsis of the Results
We assume a MM server as described before and we are coordinating two sep
arate views by two clients Each view has access to the net shape in the MM
server but may have a dierent feature decomposition of the net shape Each
view maintains features and constraints In addition there are certain attributes

associated with elements of the net shape in each view We consider three types
of edits and how they must be made consistent in the views

 In one view a dimensional constraint is changed and with it the net
shape Update the other view consistent with the new net shape
 In one view a feature is added or deleted deriving a new net shape
Update the feature structure of the other view consistent with the new
net shape
 In one view a shape change has been made that aects relationships
among net shape elements in the other view Update the relationships of
the other view consistent with the change
For the sake of specicity we illustrate these edit operations by using a CAD
client and a machining process planning MPP client The relationships con
sidered are geometric dimensioning and tolerancing GDT relationships
We consider only changes in a product view that aect the net shape Me
chanical artifacts perform their function primarily through the interaction of
shapes Therefore this assumption is not a strong restriction Since geometric
shape can be structured in many dierent ways the main obstacle to coordi
nating views is that one view does not necessarily understand how another view
structures the same shape Therefore it would be meaningless to announce to
the MM server that feature X has been deleted from view Y or that a particular
dimension has been changed
  Change of a Dimension
A feature may be modied by changing a dimensional constraint If the change
does not alter the topology this type of change is a good candidate for con
straint reconciliation proposed in 
	 When the topology does change the
modication should be treated as a feature change The change of a geometric
constraint for instance dropping a perpendicularity requirement or changing it
to a specic angle is approached in the same way
  Feature Change
We restrict to features that are extrusions and revolutions only We assume that
each feature makes a direct contribution to some of the faces of the net shape
Situations illustrated in Figure 
 are not considered When a feature is added
deleted or modied the new net shape is communicated to the MM server and
the change protocol details how the new net shape relates to the old net shape
A dierent view updates by an algorithm that adjusts this views feature
structure to replicate the new net shape The algorithm may backtrack and
could fail However we can know in principle every way in which the same

Figure 
 Left The base feature F
 
is a block and is augmented by two extrusion
features F

and F

 Right a cut of the dashed shape would eliminate F

altogether Since F

does not contribute to the net shape it ought to be dropped
from the feature structure
shape can be reinterpreted and we consider reinterpretation as part of the
algorithm We do not attempt to develop feature reordering algorithms
  Implied Attribute and Relationship Changes
In some cases the change of net shape requires a change in a dierent view of
an attribute of a net shape element or of a relationship among several net shape
elements Here we propose a rulebased update procedure that accounts for the
specic nature of the attribute or relationship The rules are individual to the
nature of the attribute but the way in which they are evaluated is general The
algorithm rst sketched in 
	 applies the rules by a propagation through the
change protocol
 Feature Views and Changes
We assume that the detailed feature structure maintained by a view is not
disclosed to the MM server and remains private information of each client We
want to maintain consistent but dierent views
Client 
 updates the net shape with some feature editing operation and de
rives a new net shape We consider how client  can update its own feature
structure and obtain a consistent reinterpretation of the new net shape In
general this is a rather broad problem statement and a fully automated solu
tion would include many techniques from feature recognition See for example
 
  
 	 and references therein We restrict the problem and the ge
ometric operations and allow the reinterpretation process to fail If it fails
human intervention is required Moreover some adjustments when performed
automatically should be reported to the user if they might violate design de
cisions the other view has been unaware of Such notication is important in
practice but is not discussed here

Figure  Three ways to create a parallelepiped
Recall that we assume that the features are cuts and protrusions that sub
tract from or add to the netshape The generation method is assumed to be by
extrusion or revolution We exclude operations such as shelling drafting and
blending Note that the latter two could be derived by detailing steps from an
appropriate attributation of the shape design Finally we consider the following
attachment operations from  to with explicitly designated targets fromprev
throughnext from all through all and blind with a numerical extent see also
	
 Feature Reinterpretation
We will allow feature update operations that redene the feature generation
method Recall from 	 the notion of a proto feature In the case of an extruded
feature the proto feature is a blind extrusion to a particular extent of the
cross section so that the chosen attachment attributes can be conceptualized
as Boolean operations on the proto feature and the prior geometric shape In
the case of a revolved feature the proto feature is a blind revolution again of
sucient extent
An elementary reinterpretation is a change in the generation method and
cross section of a proto feature such that the same surfaces are generated but in
a dierent way The following cases are considered elementary reinterpretations
Parallelepiped extrusion The proto feature is shown in Figure  and can
be obtained from three dierent cross sections by extrusions in three di
rections Note that the extrusion directions may be at an angle to the
cross section plane
Cylindrical revolution The proto feature is shown in Figure  and can be
obtained by a revolution or by an extrusion
When necessary we allow switching from one interpretation to another one
For example assume that the cylinder of Figure  was viewed by client 
 as a
revolution and by client  as an extrusion then a change in the cross section by
client 
 may destroy the interpretation of client  and we may have to change
the feature denition of client  from an extrusion to a revolution
A general reinterpretation is the reinterpretation of a feature as a group
of features by a decomposition For example assume that client 
 creates a
cylinder feature by revolution that has been interpreted as an extrusion by client

Figure  Two ways to create a cylinder
 Client 
 edits the cross section obtaining the new feature shown in Figure 
The modication invalidates the extrusion interpretation of client  However
by splitting the extrusion into two separate extrusions client  can maintain
the interpretation
Now consider any net shape obtained by the extrusion and revolution oper
ations coupled with the attachment rules from before Every surface is either a
cylindrical or a revolute surface Planar surfaces and surfaces on a rightcircular
cylinder are considered a special case of both the cylindrical and revolute sur
face type Every cylindrical surfaces can be obtained by an extrusion and
every revolute surface by a revolution from a suitable cross section element
Moreover surfaces that are both revolute and cylindrical may allow elementary
reinterpretation depending on how they are delimited
When generating a feature additional surfaces may be obtained by the at
tachment rules that are not part of the extrusion or the revolution Therefore
except for such surfaces dierent feature structures of the same net shape arise
only as follows

 a parallel extrusion has an overlapping cross section
 a concentric revolution has an overlapping cross section
 an elementary reinterpretation of a part of the feature
Note that the attachment rules blur recognition of these cases because by fea
ture collision they may create delimiting feature surfaces that appear to exclude
elementary reinterpretation By considering rst the proto feature shape this
diculty is ameliorated
Figure  One revolved feature or two extruded features

 Change of a Dimension
When the editing client alters only constraints under the assumption of topo
logical invariance the net shape change is such that the number of features and
their interdependence in the updating client remains the same Updating client
structures can be made consitent with the new net shape either by reconciliation
or by historybased adjustment
 Adjustment by Reconciliation
When the editing client alters only constraints there is the possibility that the
change impacts a single cross section only Since the net shape mapping is
communicated it is possible to notify the MM server that the new net shape
came about by constraint changes and what the geometric elements are on which
the constraint is dened If those elements are generated by a single cross section
and the prior geometry in the updating client constraint reconciliation can be
used as described in 
	
At this time the majority of CAD designs are historydriven and the major
CAD systems do not use variational spatial constraints to dene a shape design
Because of this limitation constraint reconciliation is restricted to those con
straints that map in the editing client to a single feature For other constraint
changes we advocate the techniques explained later on
Since the change protocol has identied all net shape alterations including
face relocations we can identify the cross section impacted by a constraint
change and recognize the fact that reconciliation is applicable In the following
we assume that a single constraint has changed The case of multiple changes
is a straightforward extension
In general the changed constraint does not appear explicitly in the aected
cross section It is possible in principle to express the functional dependence of
the changed constraint on the other constraints in the cross section and to derive
from that dependence how the constraint values of the updating client should
be changed However those dependencies can become intractable symbolic
expressions and it is much simpler to take a procedural approach
Since the new constraint has been used to derive the new net shape a cross
section recomputation from the new net shape yields the appropriate cross
section From this cross section the constraint values for the updating client
can be computed by measurement Thereafter we must verify that the new
cross section correctly generates the new net shape
The recomputation of the cross section involves both geometric changes to
the cross section and changes to the constraint schema Constraint changes
may be trivial such as the change of an angle or distance constraint or they
may be exceptional such as the change of a parallel constraint to a nonzero
angle the change of an incidence constraint to a nonzero distance and so on


Figure  Left Initial net shape Right Edited net shape
If the exceptional changes concern explicit userdened constraints then the
user should be notied of the adjustment performed by the algorithm This is
a measure that accounts for the possibility that the ensuing shape change may
violate a design choice that the editing client may have been unaware of
An example is given in Figure  If the features were generated as shown
in Figure  then constraint reconciliation is applicable The designers view
shown on the left of Figure  consists of two protrusions labeled B and D
placed on top of block A Protusion B is generated by extruding a rectangular
cross section perpendicular to the top face of the block A The cross section has
width d and height h One of the ends of protrusion B has been rounded with
a circular cut C
The view of the MPP client shown on the right side of Figure  is dierent
from that of the designers It consists of a block A from which a slot has been
cut o Since the angle  between edges f

e

and f

e

has a meaning to MPP
it has been explicitly established as an angular dimension Similarly in the
designers view the rounding of one of the slots sides has been generated with
a circular cut C
Figure  shows how the MPP client would edit by giving a new value 

to angle  The design client to update its own view rst would compute a
cross section to generate the new shape of extrusion B by replacing edges b

e

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Figure  Design view left MPP view right Constraint reconciliation is possible
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Figure  Left Updated design view Right New MPP view
and b

e

with edges f


e

and f


e

 respectively Then new values for the
dimension constraints would be computed Old dimension value d would be
now d

and the 

constant angle between edges b

e

and b

e

would be now
a varying angle dimension with value 
 History Adjustments
Even though the constraint refers to prior geometry and elements of a single fea
ture it does not necessarily imply that we can adjust the cross section Consider
the design view shown in Figure  If the edit shown in Figure  has been carried
out by the MPP client the CAD client cannot update by constraint reconcili
ation alone Here the CAD client would have to use more general techniques
Let us show how a historybased approach can handle this situation
The change client 
 performs is communicated to client  with the following
information The new net shape and the change protocol that establishes a
mapping between the shape elements of the old and the new net shapes Client
 examines the cross sections in an order that is compatible with its feature
history Keeping in mind that the net shape change is such that the number of
features and their interdependence in the updating client remains the same a
feature is adjusted in the following situations
2e
1e
2
h
d
c1
3
C
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B
b
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b
1b
Figure  A dierent design view of the original net shape Constraint reconcil
iation is not possible and reinterpretation would be required



 A cross section contributes to the old net shape a boundary element that
has been changed in the new net shape
 The feature attachment method refers to a shape element that has been
changed
In each case the cross section is recomputed for the new net shape and the
attachment method validated If the cross section cannot be adjusted consistent
with the new feature shape a question that is answered generatively we attempt
elementary reinterpretation If that fails as well then this attempt at feature
adjustment fails We can then backtrack and try a dierent feature sequence
Note that feature attachment induces a partial order on features If feature
A uses geometric elements of feature B to dene the cross section or the at
tachment method then the creation of B must precede the creation of A The
partial order will be respected by the adjustment algorithm but need not deter
mine a unique order We allow the possibility of backtracking if in the chosen
order adjustment fails For the next feature in a particular order we obtain
Algorithm 

Algorithm 

 For the next feature contributing to those net shape elements that have
changed recompute the cross section of the feature from the intermediate
local geometry and from the net shape
 Adjust the geometry of the cross section by lling in the missing elements
and deleting the elements no longer in use If the cross section cannot
contribute to the new net shape delete the feature
 Conrm that the feature generation method extrusion or revolution can
be maintained If not attempt reinterpretation and report such changes
otherwise fail
 Recompute the geometric constraints For a dimensional constraint com
pute the new value if any For a logical constraint change incidence to
distance if necessary and change perpendicular or parallel to angle if nec
essary Delete tangency constraints if necessary Report all changes other
than changes to dimensional constraint values
 Recompute the attachment method If the method has to be changed for
example going from throughnext to blind or throughall then report the
change If no suitable attachment method can be generated fail
We compute the cross section with Algorithm 
C


Algorithm C

 Intersect the sketching plane with the prior geometry that client  has
constructed so far and with the net shape Intersections with the prior
geometry are called prior elements the others new elements
 If prior elements correspond to new elements by the change protocol
replace the prior elements with new elements
 Fill in gaps between prior and replaced cross section elements with seg
ments of new elements if the segments come from surfaces compatible
with the feature generation method
 Fill in remaining gaps between prior and replaced elements by extending
line segments and arcs
 If gaps remain close each with a line segment or fail
Reinterpretation is attempted as follows for revolved features
Algorithm R

 Identify all surfaces belonging to the revolved feature
 Group the surfaces into sets that are cylindrical with the same cross sec
tion and surfaces that cannot be so generated
 For each cylindrical group generate a cross section If the feature compo
nent can be generated with the available attachment rules do it Other
wise fail
 If surfaces remain that have not yet been generated fail
Similarly for extruded features two separate algorithms are used one for gener
ating a dierent direction of sweeping the other for generating a set of revolved
features
The main diculty for the algorithm is the problem of gap lling Sections
from the new net shape are especially appropriate if they do not correspond
to later features in the structure of client  Allowing only those new elements
that come from compatible surfaces may be too conservative in view of feature
reinterpretation and a broader approach would combine attempts to reinterpret
the generation method with gap lling
We can think of cases where remaining gaps can be lled with suitable curves
that do not contribute to the net shape Finding such curves in general would
be dicult Verifying that a particular curve C is appropriate on the other
hand is easy Use the curve and observe whether the nal net shape generated
by client  has a surface element that came from C


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Figure  Compound cut Left Design view Middle MPP view Right A
dierent MPP view
 Feature Addition and Deletion
Algorithm 
 assumes that the net shape change is such that the number of
features and their interdependence in client  remains the same This may not
always be possible especially if the editing operation consisted of the addition
or deletion of a feature We consider this situation now assuming that a deleted
feature in the editing client did not have other features depending on it Such
a feature would be a leaf feature in the dependency tree If nonleaf features
are to be deleted then we would either delete the dependent features rst or
request that the editing client restructure its design such that the dependencies
are eliminated The latter operation is familiar from commercial CAD systems
There are two fundamental issues that arise when adding or deleting a fea
ture First the feature vocabulary of the editing client may be richer than that
of the updating client For instance the CAD client can add protrusions but
the MPP client may be restricted to cuts from a stock shape only Second the
feature structure of the editing client may be substantially dierent from the
structure of the updating client For example the CAD client may be adding a
single proled cut but the MPP client may have to decompose the prole into
a compound structure of simpler proles
 Adding a Protrusion or a Cut
The single feature added is by denition a leaf feature If the updating client
has a compatible feature type then the change requires constructing a new cross
section and generating the appropriate feature Diculties arise for incompati
ble feature vocabularies
When the CAD client adds a proled cut the diculty for the MPP client
may be that the cut must be decomposed into several cuts accounting for avail
able machining processes The problem is solved by tiling the CAD prole with
elementary proles that cover it For instance consider the cut prole of Fig
ure  The prole on the left can be decomposed into three rectangular cuts
S

 S

 S

 Note that dierent decompositions are possible Tiling algorithms
are easy to devise More sophisticated tilings would consider cost machining


Figure 
 The CAD client adds the boss straddeling the step An MPP client
would have to update by enlarging the stock and adding several cut features
characteristics etc See for example 
 
	
A more dicult case is when the editing client has feature operations of a
type not available to the updating client For instance assume that the CAD
client adds a protrusion but the MPP client can only add cut features to a base
feature the stock Then the update for the MPP client is more dicult An
example is shown in Figure 
 Here the adjustments of Algorithm 
 cannot
succeed because the mapping between the old and the new net shapes does not
identify the top face of the boss as belonging to the face set created by the base
feature ie the stock
The example illustrates that for shape edits that are made with a richer fea
ture vocabulary the updating client can succeed only if more general techniques
from feature recognition are employed Such techniques have been developed
in eg 	 and 
	
 Deleting a Protrusion or a Cut
Since the deleted feature need not correspond to a single leaf feature in the
updating client several features may have to be adjusted using Algorithm 

Moreover the deletion of a protrusion in the CAD client may imply adding
cut features in the MPP client We also expect the possibility that features
become redundant in the course of executing Algorithm 
 for instance when
deleting a cut
 Updating Attributes and Relations
We consider changes that require updating secondary information associated
with net shape elements For example consider the case where the CAD client
does not maintain or process tolerancing information material properties sur
face nish or engineering notes We consider these information domains con
ceptually as relationships that are dened for net shape elements In the case
of unary relationships such as surface nsih it is customary to speak of at
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 Graph description of changes undergone by net shape elements
tributes Whether the relationships are unary binary or of higher degree

the
basic problem is simply to maintain the associations correctly This is done by
transferring the associations suitably edited from the old to the new net shape
As analyzed in 
	 the mapping that relates the old net shape to the new
net shape can be represented as a graph whose nodes are net shape elements
and whose edges are operations on them The operations are move change
split merge delete and new The graph describes the changes each shape
element of the old net shape undergoes and the net shape elements if any of the
new net shape that correspond or to which a contribution is made Figure 


illustrates these concepts Circles with lowercase letters represent net shape
geometric elements Circles with capital letters represent attributes associated
with net shape elements Because of the graph is directed and acyclic updating
associations is a good candidate for a ruledriven algorithm The rules include
computations on the net shape elements involved
The design of the rules depends on the information domain In 
	 we
 
We could represent form features as nary relationships on a suitable set of faces edges
and vertices


illustrated this approach using notes attached to net shape elements Here
we consider a GDT attribute specifying a nominal dimension between two
parallel faces with a parallel tolerance The rules are applied at each edge at
which there is an alteration of either face of the net shape The rules are applied
by evaluating the change protocol graph in the order of the changes from the
graph roots elements of the old net shape to the leaves elements of the new
net shape
change The net shape element has changed in area but not in position and ori
entation No action is required
move The net shape element has changed in position and orientation If not in
an intermediate position evaluate the nominal dimension from the new
position and orientation If no longer parallel within tolerance or if no
longer within the nominal dimension range notify user
split Replicate the GDT attribute and attach to all split descendants
merge Merge all attributes of the merged entities
new No action required
delete Notify user that the GDT attribute has been orphaned
We see that the update activity for attributes is wellsuited to a rulebased
approach The key operational devices needed in general are

 Call a userdened evaluation routine with a Boolean result
 Issue a userdened notication Notications are minimally attribute
orphaned attribute violated attribute replicated
 Replicate an attribute
 Merge an attribute set
Moreover those devices are general independent of the attribute domain except
for a callback mechanism which is domaindependent
	 Summary and Conclusions
We have explored the requirements for the distributed maintenance of consistent
master model information in a federated architecture in which dierent software
clients connect to a server and collaborate by disclosing information required
by other clients to construct and maintain consistent views of the design In
particular we have focused on maintaining shaperelated information without
forcing the CAD client to disclose proprietary design and editing information


In conjunction with earlier work we believe it is possible to construct such a
system that succeeds in automating a wide range of view updating operations
We nd that maintaining dierent feature views is complicated by the cur
rent historybased CAD design style In our algorithm to partially automate
updates we apply a core set of techniques familiar from the feature recognition
literature when dealing with updating the feature history In many situations
an adjustment is possible purely by constraint reconciliation a concept we in
troduced earlier Were it not for the sequential design history implemented by
CAD systems constraint reconciliation would be much wider applicable Fi
nally the maintenance of attributes can be completely automated and with it
the maintenance of many downstream views that can be derived from attributes
and relations maintained on the net shape elements
The limitations of our algorithms are less consequential in practice than
might seem at rst glance We note that major changes of the net shape such
as the ones indicated in some of the examples probably require human review
by dierent individuals so that automating radical design changes is not appro
priate Only routine changes should be automated In view of this situation
it may not be worthwhile looking for perfect algorithms from an applications
point of view Of course a perfect history adjustment algorithm that can handle
all possible situations would be an interesting technical accomplishment
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